
NMP3-WSCraftivism Prompts 

First exercise:  

Envelopes containing words selected from different ‘News in Briefs’, rearrange the words to make 

your own news, add words to make sentences or let it sound like nonsense.  

Extra challenge: try to tell a different story using these words when you need to. News in Full!  

Envelope one (Leah) 

Offence, no point, people, within the law.  
Arrestable, proposal, a lot more people, stay. 
Good idea, ticking, off, every, reckons. 
 

Envelope two (Melanie) 

Cheats, ripping, hard, fraudulent claims.  
Wants, to get tough, staggered, come down. 
Benefit, anyone making, Government, she said.  
 

Envelope three (Peta) 

Trapped, timing couldn’t be better, futures. 
Record, demand, gold, mine, trapped. 
Yesterday, workers, recent market, metal.  
 

Envelope four (Nikkala) 

Try, save, children, avoid. 
Lives of crime, help, parents.  
Mistakes, a good thing. 
 
 

Second exercise: Representation of Women  

Can use the Gingerbread person for this, write down on the inside how we see women represented 

now, and on the outside how would we would like to see women represented?  

 

 

 

 

 



Third exercise: 

We are going to rewrite fairy tales. Here are some starting ideas.  

Snow White wakes up, she is by herself on a mountain in a glass box, 

there’s a piece of apple in her hand. What was she dreaming about? 

(What is a dream you’ve had that you remember?) 

 

The Queen asks her mirror who is the fairest of them all? The mirror 

says……(what do you think the mirror would say to you if it could 

talk? Is it bored? Lonely? Happy?) 

 

Cinderella doesn’t want to wear glass shoes. Instead she 

chooses….(what shoes do you want to wear when you are 

dancing/walking/hiking?) 

 

Beauty’s mirror tells the future. If you held it now, what would it 

show you on page three of the Sun? 

 

If a Prince could choose an animal to be, what would it be? In 

traditional stories it is a frog or beast, choose a different animal and 

write down its attributes.  

 

 

 

 

  


